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$ 1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C be the field of complex numbers, o = {u + ib, a, b E Z} be the ring 
of gaussian integers of C. Let x E C and c(x, R) denote the disc (c E Cl 
Iz- 51 <R} and {ut+ibt}, 1 <t<s be all the integers in the disc, none of 
which is a unit of D. Our problem concerns the function R=g(lzl) such 
that it is possible to select prime factors pi, . .., p8 of {at+&}, 1 gt<s 
respectively, where Pt#P4 if t #q. Let us consider the case of rational 
integers. Let n E Z and n+l, . . . . nfg be g consecutive integers. C. A. 
Grimm considered the maximum number g=g(n) such that it is possible 
to select prime factors pi, . . ., ps of n + 1, . . . , n+g respectively, where 
p +w if i #j. He considered the problem of lower bounds for g and proved 
that g > log n. (log log n)-1. Next Erdijs and Selfridge improved this to 
g > log n. RAMACHANDRA [4] recently proved that g > log n (log log n)’ 
(log log log n)-*. We will prove in $ 2 that in the case of gaussian integers, 
R=g(lzl) > (log lzj)* (log log jzl)* (log log log 1~1)~~. We will discuss the 
more general case of imaginary quadratic fields and algebraic number 
fields in $ 3 and Q 4. 
The author wishes to express her deep gratitude to Professor K. G. 
Ramanathan for his generous encouragement and thanks Professor K. 
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Q 2. We will use the following theorem due to RAMACHANDRA [4]. 
THEOREM 1: Le al, . . ..a. be multiplicatively independent algebraic 
numbers with degree cd and heights G A and bl, . . . , b, algebraic numbers 
not all zero with degree <cl and heights G B. Then 
It; br log a+1 > Exp { - (lo~nsd4 log (70A))5na(log (7oB))s”). 
For any ut =at +ibt E c(z, R), let mt denote the factor of ut obtained 
by omitting in the prime factor decomposition of ut all primes r, E o with 
jp,1> 2R. For each p E ~(0, 2R), we select a t, 1 Q t <s such that p divides 
mt to the maximal power. For each t, we collect together in mt, the power 
product of primes which determine t in this manner and call it m;. Let 
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mt=m;-rni. Then it is obvious that (m;, m:) = 1 if t f q. Now we have 
LEMNA 1. 
I fi m;ll dclRa 
for a positive constant cl independent of z, R. 
PROOF. First we note that if a+ib is s, gaussian integer, then the 
number of gsussian integers in c(z, R) which are divisible by a+ib is 
<[128Rz/a2+b2]+1. 
Now 
where k is the highest integer for which [128R2/jpl2k]>O. 
Then 
1 fi &I <@z-l& (128loglplllplr)<R~lRs. 
Since z log lpl/lp,12 with JpI < 2R -log R, this proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let IzI > exp (Rl’lO) and J be the number of gaussian integers 
in c(z, R) all of whose prime factors satisfy lp,1<2R. Then 
J= 0 (lI(2R) fi;iR)+) 
where Il(2R) &notes the number of primes p in ~(0, 2R). 
PROOF. Let S be the set of gsussian integers satisfying the above 
conditions, card (S) = J. Let L = [217(2R)/J] and let T be the subset of S, 
where r~ the number of distinct prime factors of rn; exceed L. Since 
2 nr < l7(2R), it follows that T contains at most $J integers with n+> L. 
Let S-T = TO. Then card (TO) > aJ. Divide this set into two subsets Si 
and 82, each containing at least J/10 numbers, Then by lemma 1, minimum 
of lrnrj as t runs over Si does not exceed R(lOIJ)Cl@ and the same is true 
of SZ. Let xi E Sr and yi E S; be the elements such that jrnkl< R(lO’J)clR’, 
Im~ll < R(lOIJ)clR’, where 21 =m& . rn& and yi =rni, - m;l as before. Now 
consider the sets Si - (xi} and Si - {yi}. There exist 2s E S’s = Si - {xi} and 
yz E Si =A$ - {yi} such that Irn&l< R(lolJ-lo)tiRa, [m&j Q R(~O’J-~O)C~R~. Con- 
tinuing this process [J/20] times, we finally arrive at [J/20] elements 
a, m-s, 3451201 ad yl, . . . . y[J,ZO] such that the corresponding Im,“,l < 
< R(lo’J-lo~)clR’. Hence we get two subsets Hi C Si, HZ C S’s consisting 
of at least [J/20] elements each such that for every 2 E HI, y E HZ, 
I&l <R(201JhRge 
We consider now two cases. 
i) IxI= IyJ, Vz, y E HI, Hz. In this case, it follows that J=O(R). 
ii) Let z E HI, y E HZ with 1x1 #lyl. Hence lx-y1 <R. 
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Let ~=([~I&zR)/JJ)+~ and x=p> . ..prl.Ai. y=q$ . . . qF.&. Then 
21+ 2 <n, n, q{ are primes with llpil< 2R and Al, A2 are gaussian integers 
with lAGI < R(~OIJ)C~R~. Finally ~~~+‘{Az, @‘{Al, ~j’&, ptj’A2. 
Now lx-y1 <R =+ ll-k//4 I QWl. 
Hence log Iv/xl < R/lzl. This gives 
The heights of 1~1, lqil<4Rz, height of IEl< R(20/J)clRs and the heights of 
al, es*, al, Bl, *--, pi< log ~44. Combining the terms with the same ) 1, 
if necessary, we may assume that all Ipij, . . . . 1~11, 1411, . . . . Iqrj, E are 
multiplicatively independent. Using theorem 1, we get 
log (7OR@OlJ) cl ~)5[(4WmlJ)+51s 
(log 70. log q,*l)5[(4”(2R)/5)+51 <i . 
Hence 
This gives 
J=O (l7(2R) fro;;“)‘) . 
Combining the two cases, we get the required result. 
LEMMA 3. If I Izj -RI > (2R)J-1, then &i&n&t prime factors from the 
gaussian integers of c(z, R) can be chosen. 
PROOF. Let a+ib EC@, R). If a + ib has a prime factor po with JpaJ > 2R, 
then ~0 cannot be a divisor of any other gaussian integer of c(z, R). 
Hence ~0 can be chosen for a+ ib. Therefore it is enough to consider the 
J gaussian integers of c(z, R), all of whose prime factors p have 1~16 2R. 
Moreover it is enough to consider those gaussian integers for which there 
are Q J- 1 distinct prime factors in the prime factor decomposition. 
Let a+ib=pTl... ~,4withr<J-l,)~~1<2R. Then (2R)J-1.~1 IZl-RI< 
<la+iblQ lpf... p,%(. Hence there exist t, 1 <t <r such that JpftJ z=- 2R. 
Now it is obvious that pt does not divide any other gaussian integer in 
c(z, R). For if pplc +id, lp,8tl> 2R, then 
2R c~F+~ h) divides a + ib - (c + id) 
with I (a + ib) - (c + id)1 < 2R which is a contradiction. 
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We will now prove 
THEOREM 2. 9(l4) > (1% l4Y (1% 1% kl)* (1% 1% 1% w*. 
PROOF. Let IzI = (2R)J I, where Ji = n(2R) (log log R)* (log R)-“. Then 
distinct prime factors can be chosen from the gaussian integers of c(z, R). 
Note that IzI > exp (Rl’lo). 
Now log IzI =Jl log 2R 
<< 17(2R) (log log R)*(log R)-* 
< & (log log R),(log R)-f. 
Hence 
1% I4 loi? log 1’1 log log log j.zI > 
‘<R2 
i.e. R > (log 1~1)~ (log log lzl)* (log log log Izj)-*. This proves the theorem. 
$ 3. Let K be any imaginary quadratic field, K = Q(1/ - d). Let o = {a + be, 
a, b E Z, 1, f3 being a fixed integral basis}, denote the ring of integers in K. 
As before, for z E C, let c(z, R) denote the disc in the complex plane. 
Now consider all the integers ut = {ut+&O), 1 <tgs in the disc, none of 
which is a unit of D. As in the previous case, we wish to determine R as 
a function of IzI such that it is possible to select prime ideal divisors 
Pl, *-*, !& of {at+btO), 1 gt<s, respectively where $#‘$3j if i#j. 
If K has class number 1, the proof in the case of gaussian integers can 
be carried over without much difficulty. Let now K have class number # I. 
To every ‘$3 with N(p) < 4Rz, we select an integer utEc(.z, R) such that 
!# occurs with highest power in the decomposition of (ut) as a product 
of prime ideals. Let (at) = mt. vt where vt is the product of those p with 
N(q) >4R2. Let mt=m;-rn; as in Q 2. Then we have 
LEMMA 4. s 
N( J’J rn;l)gRclm. 
t-1 
PROOF. We first note that if 9.l is an ideal with N(9l) Q 4R2, then the 
number of integers of c(z, R) divisible by ‘8 is G (c’R2/N(%)) + 1. 
Then as in lemma 1, 
N( fi ml) <N( $J !$~rc’filN(Qd)) 
N(q) G u11 
“V 
&RaZlOSN(13)lN(I) 
N(O) < PRa 
< Rcs@, since 2 1% Wr;P) 
N(P) 
-2logR. 
%3 
NW G 4Ra 
This proves the lemma. 
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Using this lemma, we wish to prove 
THEOREM 3. g(lzl) > (log 1~1)’ (log log 1~1)~ (log log log 1~1)~~. This is a 
consequence of the following two lemmas whose proof is similar to the 
corresponding lemmas in 5 2. 
LEMMA 5. Let IzI> exp (Rl/lO) and J be the number of integers in c(z, R) 
all of whose prime ideal divisors satisfy N(p) GE 4R2. Then 
J=0(17(4R2)) (log log R)’ (log R)-“, 
where 17(4R2) denotes the number of prime ideals ‘$ with N(!$) g4R2. 
PROOF. We will follow the line of proof of lemma 2. Let S be the 
set of integers of c(z, R) satisfying the above conditions. Card (S) = J. 
Let L = 2(17(4Rz))/J and let T be the subset of S where nt, the number 
of distinct prime ideal divisors of ml exceed L. Since 1 N <17(4R2), it 
follows that T contains at most QJ integers with na > L. Therefore there 
exist at least &J integers with m < L. Hence as in lemma 2, we get two 
subsets HI, Hz consisting of J/20 elements each such that for every 
XEHI,~EH~, 
N(&) < R(lO/J)CsRa. 
Moreover, J=O(R) if /xl= IyI = const. Vx, y E HI, Hz respectively or 
3x~ HI, y E Hz such that 1x1 #lyl. Hence we have 
Therefore we have O<llog N(y)- log N(x)1 <R/14. 
Let 
then we have 
(x)=qy . . . ‘$y& 
(Y)=3? . . . 3s -x2, 
O-cl ~iBrlogN(~~)+logN('llz)- ~~~log~(~r)-log~(~l)l <j$. 
i-l i-l 
Proceeding as in lemma 2, we get the required result. 
We now state. 
LEMMA 6. If I Izj -RI > (2R)J-1, then distinct prime ideal divisors from 
the integers of c(z, R) can be chosen. 
The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of lemma 3. Using these 
two lemmas, we arrive at the theorem 3. 
3 4. ALGEBRAIC NUMBER FIELDS 
We will now consider the more general case of algebraic number fields. 
Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n over Q, n= rl+ 2r2, and 
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let ~01, . . . . o,, be a fixed basis of the ring of integers o over Z. For z E K, 
z =xml qwg, at E Q, c(z, R) will denote the disc 
and ~(0, R) will be the disc 
{~~Ki~=4$l brw, 4zl bi2<R2}. 
Let 51, . . . . C8 denote all the integers in c(z, R), none of which is a unit of 
o and such that /&I < IiV([t)l, 1 Q t QS. We wish to determine R as a function 
of IzI such that it is possible to select prime factors $1, . . . . !& of [I, . . . . CR 
such that !&#!& if i#j. 
We will need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 7. For x E ~(0, 2R), x#O, x E D, the number of units E sa&?fying 
XE E ~(0, 2R) is < (log R)r, r=rl+r~- 1. 
PROOF. Let x=xrol+...+~~:n~, x~=y=yr~r+...+y~~~. Then 
e=gJ/lw+*-+ynwa 
X x1w1+ . . . +x*0&' 
1(x1:10;+ . . . +x,&31 <c4R”, 
where cd is a positive constant depending only on the basis cc)l, . .., w,,. 
Hence I&“( is bounded for all Q E Aut (K/Q). Similarly, it can be proved 
that I(&--I)“/ is also bounded for all 0 E Aut (K/Q). Thus we have to calculate 
the number of units E with ((]$‘I, IE’/-~), u E Aut K/Q) < Rn, which proves 
the lemma. 
We will now prove 
LEMMA 8. Let 01 be an algebraic integer of degree n = rl + 2r2, then there 
exists a unit &=elZl . . . &,+, r=rl+rz- 1, such that 
c6lN(cc)ll’A < size (c4c) gc&V(a)lll* 
where ~5, cg are positive constants. 
PROOF. We consider a system of linear equations 
log [&‘I+ i x4 log ]&;I =log y, u=ur, . . . . un-l E G(K/Q) 
i-l 
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where a suitable (T= 0% is excluded and y is a real number to be chosen 
suitably. A solution {xi, . . . . &) E Rr exists. We now choose integers 
{ xl, . . . . z,.} such that 
D1y< lLxD&~ld . . . E,“r”I <Dzy, 
where Dr, Ds are constants. 
Multiplying these inequalities for all u= or, . . . , on-l, we get 
Ply)"-l< g# <(Dzy)+l. 
Hence 
l(aeynI 6 (ol Y)+i and (~~~)+i INb)’ Q I(or&)q. 
Choose 
y= IN(aPI 
Dl * 
This proves the required result. 
Let z = zr or+ . . . + xn mn be an integer of c( 0,2R). Then 2~s < 4Bs and 
N(z) <co@, where CO is a fixed constant depending only on ~01, . .., o,,. 
Hence if ‘$3 is a prime ideal such that ‘$1(z) ,then N(‘$)<c&n. To every 
‘$3 with N(‘$)<coRn, we associate an integer x0 E c(z, R) such that ‘$ 
occurs with highest power in the decomposition of (+) as a product of 
prime ideals. Let (z) = m, . w, where mx is the product of all prime ideal 
divisors ‘$ of (x) with N(g) <Q.R a and wz is the product of those with 
N(‘$) >c&n. Also let mz=rn~.rn~ as earlier. Then we have 
LEMMA 9. N(n &) < R~R*(~wR)‘+‘, x running over all integers of 
0, R). 
PROOF. We first note that if ‘$3 is a prime ideal with N(p) <coRn, 
then the number of integers of c(z, R) divisible by b is 6 1+ number 
of integers in ~(0, 2R) divisible by ‘$. Using lemma 7, it follows that for 
any ideal ‘!& the number of integers in c(z, R) divisible by ‘$I is 
< ([cs R’Og W/WWI + 1, r being the rank of the group of units of o. 
Hence 
N(n m,“) <N( n ‘i$jZ [c~W~WW~NW)I) 
‘p 
N(‘B) 4 toll” 
z log N(P) NC@) -nlogR, 
it follows that N(n rn:) < RcTp(logR)‘+‘. 
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This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 10. Let IzI > exp (IWO) dnd J be the number of integers in 
c(z, R) all of dose prime ideal divisors ‘$ satisfy N(p) <CO Rn. Then 
J= O(Il(c,, Rn) (log log R)’ (log R)-‘), 
where lI(mRn) denotes the number of prime ideals !@ with N(‘$) <coR”. 
PROOF. Let S be the set of integers of c(z, R) satisfying the above 
conditions, card(S) = J. Let L= [217(c0 Rn)/J] and let T be the subset 
of S, where nd the number of distinct prime ideals of rni’ exceed L. Since 
x n( <II(c,-,Rn), the number of elements in T is G $J. Therefore, there 
exist at least $J integers with nj < L. Then, as in lemma 2, we get two 
subsets HI, Hz consisting of [J/20] elements each such that for every 
XE&, YE&, 
N(mi) Q RW4 cl R”(log R) r+1 . 
(1) If i) N(x)=N(y)= constant Vx E HI, y E HZ, then it is not difficult 
to prove that J= O(Rn-1). 
(2) ii) 1x1= Iyl =constant 7x E HI, y E Hz, then also J=O(Rn-1). 
Hence we need to consider the following case, 3x E HI, y E HZ such that 
N(x)#N(y) and IxI#lyl. Then (x)#(y). Now x-y~c(O,2R). 
Hence 
Let 
After cancelling the common factors, if necessary, we may assume that 
all ‘$t, ,& and prime factors of rni, rni are distinct. Let h be the class 
number of the field k and & denote its conjugate field. Then 
where ne, pi, fu, e, are generators of ‘$t, $f, m&, rni” respectively and are 
multiplicatively independent, (~1, . . . , .+} is a system of multiplicatively 
independent generators of the group of units of o. Moreover, nc, qj, fv 
and e, are chosen so as to satisfy the properties 
cg Rh< size nt < N(‘$F)l’n Q (coJ@)~” <csRh+ 
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Similarly 
1 
cl1 Rh G size pi G cl0 Rh 
(4) cl3(Rc~(lO/J) R”UogRP+l)hin < size fu Q N(m:)hln < c12(&(101J) R’VogR)r+l)hln 
c15Rhln c,(lO/J) Rn(logRPfl< size e,<N(mi)hln <C14Rhlnc,(10/J) RWog R)r+l. 
From (3) and (4) and considering the fact that det llog E:( is a constant 
depending only on the field K, it follows that 
14 < 1% M- 
Now 
o< 1- 5 
I /II 
Using (3) and theorem 1, we get 
loglog/zl< 
( 
n(coJR”) +2)2(log F;Rn) +2) + 
+ log 7 Rh(log R) @-+1/n) h log R + fl(co Rn) J +2 log log log 121. 
Hence 
(5) J= O(17(co Rn) (log log R)+ (log R)-*)a 
From (11, (5% (5) we get the required result. 
LEMMA 11. I/ 1 IzI -RI > (CO Rn)J-1, then it is possible to select prime 
factors ‘$1, . . . . !$a of Cl, . . . . 5s such that !$gptz!& if izj. 
PROOF. Let 5‘ be any one of the integers 51, . . . . &+ If (5) has a prime 
ideal divisor ?$ with N(‘$) > c,-,Rn, then ‘$ cannot be a divisor of any other 
integer of c(z, R). Hence !j3 can be chosen for (5). Hence it is enough to 
consider the J integers of c(z, R) all of whose prime ideal divisors have 
N(‘$) <CO RN. Moreover, it is enough to consider those integers for which 
there are Q J- 1 distinct prime ideal factors in the prime ideal decompo- 
sition. Hence let 
Then 
(coW~-~< I I4 -RI Q It-1 < W(C)1 = ,g W$,y~. 
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Hence there exists t such that IiV(‘$t)%\ >cgR*. Now it is obvious that 
‘$t cannot divide any other integer in c(z, R). This proves the lemma. 
We will now prove 
THEOREM 4. g(lxl) > (log Izl)l’n (log log 1~1)” (log log log jzl)-*. 
PROOF. Let IZI= (CI#~~~ where JI= I;T(co R~J) (log log R)’ (log R)-*. 
Note that IzI > exp (Rl’lo). Then distinct prime ideal factors can be chosen 
from the integers 51, . . . . C8 of c(z, R). 
Then 
log IzI = nJ1 log CO R < L!(co Rn) (log log R)+ (log R) +. n log CO R. 
Hence 
1% I4 l”gloglzl ‘<lI(~Rn)nlogcoR<Rn. 
log log log 121 > 
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